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Women Writers and Juvenal
“Singing plain truths”

Paul Baines

If satire was, for the reasons discussed in the Introduction, often regarded
as male territory, the text known as “Juvenal” (a name with no biographical
identity outside the role of satirist) presents itself as the manliest of them
all: aggressive, declamatory, obscene, insistently putting the vir in virtus.
The sixth satire, a diatribe against women’s collective lust, avarice, and
cruelty, presented a locus classicus of misogyny. If further discouragement
were needed, Juvenal had already demonized the phenomenon of the
“learned lady”:

But of all Plagues, the greatest is untold;
The Book-Learn’d Wife, in Greek and Latin bold.
The Critick-Dame, who at her Table sits;
Homer and Virgil quotes, and weighs their Wits . . .

Juvenal’s Roman bluestocking already put the aspirant woman writer at a
satiric disadvantage.
Juvenal would not have had much to complain about from women

trespassers in the preserve of scholarship in our period, especially in
relation to his own corpus. That textual field was thoroughly masculine:
thirty Latin editions of Juvenal’s Opera between  and  in Britain
alone, several specifically for (boys’) schools, with luxury editions from the
Foulis brothers (Glasgow, ), John Baskerville’s press () and
Cambridge University Press (), all edited and published by men.
Translation, too, was normally the business of male writers, and often a
grandiose affair. Sir Robert Stapylton’s version of Juvenal’s Sixteen Satires
() was republished in illustrated form in  and , latterly
competing against Dr. Barten Holyday’s Decimus Junius Juvenalis, and
Aulus Persius Flaccus Translated and Illustrated, as well with Sculpture as
Notes, published at Oxford (). John Dryden, still the national poet if
no longer Poet Laureate, oversaw The Satires of Decimus Juvenis Juvenalis,
lavishly published () by Jacob Tonson and reissued eight times to
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; none of the “several other eminent hands” on his team was female.
Translations of single satires claimed prestige: between John Weever’s
Faunus and Melliflora (), versions of the first satires of Horace,
Persius, and Juvenal, and Matthew Lewis’s Love of Gain (Satire ,
), there were at least thirty separately published imitations of
Juvenal, by writers such as George Chapman (), Henry Vaughan (),
John Oldham ( and ), Thomas Shadwell (), Samuel Johnson (
and ), and Arthur Murphy (). None was by a woman (unless one is
hiding under anonymity). There is a restricted but significant canon of
female-authored versions of Horace (sometimes from the Odes, sometimes
appropriating Horace’s self-deprecating epistolary manner), but on the
Juvenalian side of that classic distinction of satiric modes, the apparent
absence of participation by women is striking.

Translations made Juvenal’s poems available to polite readers irrespec-
tive of gender, but Dryden’s prefatory “Discourse” contrives to make even
reading them a masculine pursuit, even a homoerotic pleasure zone. In
preferring Juvenal to Horace, Dryden emphasizes Juvenal’s power in
flagrantly sexual terms which implicitly exclude women readers: Horace
“may ravish other men; but I am too stupid and insensible to be tickled . . .
Juvenal is of a more vigorous and Masculine Wit, he gives me as much
Pleasure as I can bear; He fully satisfies my Expectation.” Juvenal’s satiric
dominance makes passive partners of his readers, even though these are
definitively male, whereas Horace’s more effeminate model allows for some
gendered roleplay. As Ros Ballaster paraphrases it, Dryden characterizes
Juvenal as phallic writing with a vengeance: “the foppish, emasculated
gentleman lazily tickling his reader/lover into laughing submission is no
match for the consummate sexual artistry of the angry misanthropist,
whose powerful thrusts rapidly bring the reader/lover to full satisfaction.”

This was not the kind of material even the best-educated lady was expected
to peruse. Addison, voyeuristically exploring the books of the wealthy
Leonora, notes her ownership of “Dryden’s Juvenal” with puzzled unease,
reflecting “how oddly this Lady is improved by learning.”

Yet Addison recognizes that women might well read – perhaps write –
beyond set limits once translation opened the libraries. Penny Wilson has
written of a “complex and agonistic relationship” between women writers
and classical texts, working through an “economy of makeshifts.” The
present survey of Juvenalian awareness in some twenty women writers of
the period confirms that there was no one distinctively “female” way of
rewriting the Juvenalian legacy; women’s pragmatic allusions to and partial
translations of Juvenal were offset by resistance to the misogyny, violence,
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and obscenity of that model. If there are no major monuments to cite,
there is a perhaps surprising amount of evidence that women writers could
contrive ways to appropriate Juvenal for their own ends, through rebuttal,
inversion, selective quotation, and subversive indifference. If the broad
chronology does not demonstrate a trajectory toward satiric expression
untroubled by the oppressive shadow of Juvenal, it does show a widened
spectrum of reactions and possibilities.
Juvenal was, in practice, not actually monolithic. While he was cited as a

quasi-historical source on marital strife in some books, his account was
also much contested. The Batchelor’s Directory (), “with an apology for
the women against the calumnies of the men,” quotes lines from Satire 
to enhance consideration of female choice in marriage. Pope’s critical
mentor William Walsh, in A Dialogue Concerning Women (),
declared that Juvenal “is always Violent, always Declaiming, always in a
Passion; and what wonder if he falls upon the Women in one of his Fits?
After all . . . if he has writ one Satyr upon the Women, he has writ fifteen
upon the Men.” Dryden, who commended Walsh’s argument, found
Satire  an embarrassment, toning its obscenities down and wriggling
through a palliative apology in the “Argument”: “Whatever his Roman
Ladies were, the English are free from all his Imputations.” However
pervasive it was as a model, Satire  was never a popular choice for
separate translation. Henry Fielding, who satirized scholarly women
(in Amelia, Mrs. Atkinson inaccurately quotes a line of Juvenal), began
in youth a travesty version of the poem; but on publication in , he
abandoned his parallel text halfway, commenting: “We shall here close our
Translation of this Satire; for as the Remainder is in many Places too
obscene for chaste Ears; so, to the Honour of the English Ladies, the Latin
is by no means applicable to them, nor indeed capable of being modern-
ized.” This may be ironic, but Fielding is also conscious of a potential
female audience that he is not anxious to alienate. Edward Burnaby
Greene, in the “Preface” to his version “adapted to the Times,” apologized
for the absurdity of Satire , and bowdlerized it.

There is, moreover, a way to reread the potential for women’s adapta-
tion of Juvenal from Juvenal himself. Having established in Satire . that
“si natura negat, facit indignatio versum” (“if nature refuses, indignation
makes the verse”), the first target of satiric indignation is, in Satire , male
homosexuality, especially when cloaked in hypocritical moralism. She
breaks out “subridens” (smilingly, like a satirist) with her own critique of
male sexual error, contrasting it with the normal desires and behaviour of
women: “de nobis post haec tristis sententia fertur?” (“what sentence could
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be passed on us unhappy women after this?”). Laronia might be unaware
of Satire  to come, but here the hypocrites “fugerunt” (“ran from”) her as
she was “singing plain truths” (“vera ac manifesta canentem,” –). The
Juvenalian persona endorses her, as uttering no untruths (“quid enim falsi
Laronia?”); an indignant sense of wrong creates a credible female satirist,
ridiculing the crimes of men and defending women against attack, early in
an otherwise deeply gendered project.

Laronia’s adoption of Juvenalian mode was neutrally followed in early
translations, but latterly she became problematic to absorb. In Dryden’s
collective version, Nahum Tate, evidently feeling that the “Unnatural
Vices” of Satire  required a tone of burlesque throughout, calls Laronia

an industrious Bawd,
(As Bawds will run to Lectures) nettled much
To have her Copy-hold so nearly toucht . . .

Her outburst is thus, for Tate’s readers, contaminated by economic self-
interest based on already transgressive aspirations. If there is any hint of this
in Juvenal, it is that Laronia protests after a line suggesting that “vitia ultima”
(“extreme vices”) will, in the common metaphor, “bite back when chastised”
(“castigata remordent”) by hypocritical censoriousness. But “vitia ultima” is
neuter plural, not feminine singular, and Laronia’s status is contingent rather
than directly linked to “vice”; no irony attaches to Juvenal’s overall endorse-
ment. After Tate’s intervention, Laronia was critiqued in commentary with
no basis in the source: a “sharp strumpet,” one of “many such witty Jilts in
this lewd Town,” in William Bisset’s sermon “for Reformation of Manners”;
a “courtesan” in later translations. More progressively, Martin Madan,
noting the presence of a rich widow named Laronia among the satiric
epigrams of Juvenal’s contemporary Martial, accords Juvenal’s version “no
small share of wit”; her “arch” phraseology and “ironical banter,” alongside
“bitter sarcasm” and “severe reproof,” pleasingly (for Madan) align her with
Juvenal himself. But the Laronia–bawd identification has continued into
modern commentary which delimits this potential model for women’s
protest within prejudicial categories: “adulteress” or “honest whore.”

Women writers were often subjected to offensive moral quarantine, and
aspirants to a classically informed mode had an especially conflicted time
of it. Diatribes in the Laronia mold were liable to get women labelled
scolds, viragos, or curtain-lecturers; but some persisted anyway. As the
Introduction to this volume, and the chapters in it, abundantly show,
there were always means for women to reclaim the domain of “satire.”
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With Juvenal, the process started early, and head-on, in proto-feminist
debates. Responding to Joseph Swetnam’s Arraignment of Lewd, Idle,
Froward and Unconstant Women (), Ester Sowernam’s Ester Hath
Hang’d Ha’man () teases her adversary for not having read proper
ancient misogyny, “the vehement and professed enemies against our sex,”
including Juvenal. Constantia Munda, in The Worming of a Mad Dogge
(), discusses the Latin of Satire , linking the licentiousness and
brutality of Juvenal’s period to his misogynistic fantasy. She uses Juvenal’s
lines to critique Swetnam’s self-induced problems with women, helpfully
translating the lines should his Latin be insufficient, and turns the opening
of Juvenal  (on guilty conscience) against Swetnam, drawing also on
precepts from Juvenal  in the ironically lofty hope of his reform. These
responses emerged under female-inflected pseudonyms, the biological sex
of the authors remaining undisclosed, but they constructed Juvenal as the
thinking woman’s misogynist: it was conceptually possible for women of
wit to contend with his legacy and to undercut, by satiric redirection, the
rhetorical power assumed by male writers adopting his mantle.
Juvenal could also be read neutrally, as one text amongst many of an

inherited classical canon. Margaret Cavendish’s “The Purchase of Poets” has
Homer, Virgil, and Horace line up in poetic contest, with Juvenal and
Catullus representing satire.Cavendish could herself be said to be emulating
Juvenal and prefiguring Swift in her political satire on war and power in the
fiction The Description of a New World, Called the Blazing-World (), but
here the example at least suggests that intimidation was not the default female
response. If women were not heavily involved in the business of translation,
they could nonetheless claim a stake in the process. Katherine Philips’s
“To Mr Henry Vaughan, Silurist, on his Poems,” was probably intended as
commendatory verse for Vaughan’s Poems with the Tenth Satire of Juvenal
Englished (), though it was not published before . Philips, in Roman
matrona mode, declares Vaughan to have mastered eroticism in his lyrics,
before instructing the world through satire:

There Juvenal reviv’d by thee declares
How flat man’s Joys are, and how mean his Cares;
And generously upbraids the World that they
Should such a value for their Ruine pay.

(There is perhaps an ironic twist to the paraphrase, rendering male joys
“flat” and masculine cares “mean.”) Philips’s greatest commendation is,
however, for Vaughan’s “sacred Muse,” a work of “charming rigour” which
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will refine her own poetic fame by association. Vaughan responded with
“To the most excellently accomplished, Mrs K. Philips,” in which he
sidesteps the conversation on satire while foregrounding some of the
gendered assumptions in play: the “witty fair one” is admired for (besides
beauty and chastity) producing a poem “Soft as your self, yet masculine.”

Oppositions of rigour and charm resurface in a notionally similar but
actually very different commendatory poem by Aphra Behn. Her use of
satire, across many genres, was more unabashed than Philips’s, but a
particular opportunity to engage with the theory and practice of it pre-
sented itself in late career through the guise of a commission. In
 Henry Higden published an updated version of Juvenal  in
tetrameter verse. He tried to “abate something of [Juvenal’s] serious
Rigour . . . in a sort of Verse more apt for Raillery, without debasing the
dignity of the Author.” In  he tried again with Juvenal , enlisting
heavyweight supporters in a battle with Thomas Shadwell about
Juvenalian meter: the Oxbridge pairing of Dryden and Elkanah Settle,
and between them, Behn, who had slighter classical claims, though she had
been flatteringly co-opted into Dryden’s Ovid’s Epistles, Translated by
Several Hands (). Dryden and Settle commended Higden’s choice
of modern mode, but themselves used heroic couplets; Dryden’s “To my
Ingenious Friend” asserts that Higden makes the dour satirist “smile in
spight of all his Zeal,” while Settle’s “To H. Higden, Esq.” finds this
“Modern Way of Translating” rescues Juvenal from satiric obsolescence,
rendering him a rakish man of fashion. Behn’s “To Henry Higden, Esq;
On his Translation of the Tenth Satyr of Juvenal” is the longest and most
thoughtful of the poems.

Behn was a skilled exponent of tetrameter herself (e.g. “A letter to Mr.
Creech at Oxford”), but in its irregular ode form, her Higden tribute
resembles the earlier “To Mr. Creech . . . on his excellent Translation of
Lucretius.” That ode focused on the denial of classical education to
aspirant women (an implicit rebuke to Juvenal in itself ); the Higden poem
handles the gendering of classical inheritance more subtly. Having ticked
commendatory boxes by asserting that the poem has “Great Juvenal in
every Line” (), its “Brittish Garb” () notwithstanding, Behn addresses
the problem of translating Juvenal’s hexameters into tetrameter:

Perhaps there may be found some Carping Wit,
May blame the Measures of thy Lines,
And cry, – Not so the Roman Poet writ;
Who drest his Satyr in more lofty Rhimes.

(–)
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This identifies, more directly than Dryden or Settle, the problem with
Higden’s translation, as signalling by its feminine rhymes a kind of “Satire
Lite.” Behn immediately suggests that

Had the Great Bard thy Properer Numbers view’d,
He wou’d have lay’d his stiff Heroicks by,
And this more Gay, more Airy Path pursu’d,
That so much better leads to Ralliery.

(–)

The soft–masculine hybrid is celebrated in the final lines of the poem,
again in terms which hint at a potential, if problematic, feminization of the
Juvenalian censor:

’Tis you alone the Discipline can use,
Who dare at once be bold, severe, and kind;
Soften rough Satyr with thy gentler Muse,
And force a Blush at least, where you can’t change the Mind.

(–)

The blend of moral theory and practical critique of satire (what can it do,
by what means) seems completely assured, an engagement with the genre
scarcely veiled by the poem’s subordinate status. In the fourth and fifth
stanzas, Behn ventures her own hybrid between classical and modern
satire, in a chronological survey of human vices, from the characters of
Juvenal (proud philosophers, rabble-rousing politicians, hypocrite judges)
to a gallery of moderns (the “Cully’d Lord,” “fawning Courtier,” “flatter-
ing, Jilting Curtizan,” –). Finally, Behn targets blockhead scribblers,
before rounding on a particular bugbear, female readers who pass for
chaste through prudish display:

whose knack of Cant
Boasts of the Virtues that they want:
Cry Faugh—at Words and Actions Innocent,
And make that naughty that was never meant:
That vain-affected Hypocrite shall be
In Satyr sham’d to Honest Sense by Thee.

These vices require the presence of “the English Juvenal” () to correct
them. But Behn has already taken the modal feminisation of Higden’s
version as a prompt for appropriating the territory of satire to attack her
own targets, before handing him back the Juvenalian ground of his
own poem.
Behn’s engagement with the domain of satire was perhaps exceptional in

its sure-footed combination of theory, critique, and practice, and her
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immediate successors did not necessarily respond to Juvenal according to
her witty model. Sarah Fyge does not mention Juvenal in The Female
Advocate (), her youthfully robust response to Robert Gould’s Love
Given O’re: or, A Satyr against the Pride, Lust, and Inconstancy, &c. of
Woman (), though Gould was obviously writing in the mode of
Satire . Fyge does, like Juvenal’s Laronia, denounce the crimes
of men, alongside Gould’s sexual difficulties, again the presumed prompt
for misogyny. As a first poem of indignant protest, it was quite different
from Behn’s sly maneuvering, and regarded as indecorous by her father
at least. This tone never quite left Fyge’s verse, though it was modified
during a troubled marital life and poetic career. A commendatory
poem in Fyge’s Poems on Several Occasions () asserts, “And when
her Muse Satyrick would appear, / ’Tis without air of Spite, and yet
severe,” perhaps appreciating the vein of protest in her “Satyr against
the Muses” and other outspoken complaints about her troubles as a
woman and writer: “The Liberty,” “The Emulation,” “On a Sermon,”
and “On my Wedding-Day,” an anti-marriage satire from the
female side.

Trading blow for Juvenalian blow in angry rebuttal was an uneasy
strategy for some. Mary, Lady Chudleigh recommended Juvenal (with
other Latin poets), in the Epistle Dedicatory to The Ladies Defence (),
a protest-poem in some ways analogous to Fyge’s: here, the response is to
John Sprint’s sermon on female obedience, The Bride-Woman’s Counsellor
(). Like Laronia, Chudleigh “had not the Patience to be Silent
any longer” and the Defence is the result. A resourceful female speaker,
Melissa, outmaneuvers and eventually mutes three male interlocutors of
various shades of prejudice: Sir John Brute (voicing the Gould–Juvenal
line, which opens the poem), a Parson (theological authority for the
subordination of women), and Sir William Loveall, a relatively sympa-
thetic, laundered version of a Rochesterian rake. But while Melissa’s
speeches include much outright protest at the plight of women in a
man’s world, Chudleigh’s defanging of masculine satiric bite constitutes
a different intervention from Fyge’s: like-for-like anger is gradually
replaced by competitive dialogue, subverting a monologic model of
address and allowing a multifaceted case to be carefully constructed
(and won).

Nonetheless, the result was potentially subversive; she explained that
The Ladies Defence was “design’d for a Satyr on Vice, and not . . . an
invective against Marriage.” In “The Resolution,” Chudleigh declared a
generalized appreciation of satiric vehemence:
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On Juvenal I look with great Delight,
Both he and Persius with much Keenness write,
They gravely teach, as well as sharply bite.

(–)

In this testimony she recalls a recent essay which thanks translators
(perhaps sarcastically) for enabling women to read Latin authors, including
those often assumed to be culturally off-limits:

I flatter my self sometimes, that several of these were more particularly
undertaken by Ingenious, good Natur’d Men in Kindness and Compassion
to our Sex . . . I can see and admire the Wit and Fancy of Ovid in the
Translation of his Epistles, and Elegies, the softness and Passion of Tibullus,
the Impetuosity and Fire of Juvenal, the Gayety, Spirit and Judgment of
Horace.

Chudleigh’s possible attraction towards an impetuous, fiery response to
misogyny (otherwise encapsulated in miniature in her brief poem “To the
Ladies”) was internally curbed by resistance to speaking out. Her prose
“Essays,” such as “Of Anger,” advocate sober self-mastery for women, dis-
claiming Juvenalian rage andwit for contemptusmundi or withdrawal from the
world, in what appears to have been proposed as a culturally acceptable female
tradition: the stoic Seneca forms her model of virtuous complaint.

Anne Finch, meanwhile, experimented with a version of self-policing in
an unpublished poem by naming Juvenal as an example of the failure of
masculine satiric impulse. Her “well temper’d muse . . . never unprovok’t
and in rage appears,” because that mode merely “vilifies pretending to
reform.” Angry satire does not achieve the moral regeneration it claims:

none by Satyre has that conquest won
From Rome’s great Juvenal to England’s Donne
The errours of the times have still prevail’d
The laughing and the weeping sages fail’d.

Finch’s published satires accordingly adopt a wittier, less aggressive, more
ameliorative mode. Others took only what they wanted from Juvenal,
indifferent to the implications. For The Ladies Dressing Room ()
Mary Evelyn adopted as an epigraph two lines of Satire  (–),
“Such care for a becoming Dress they take, / As if their Life and Honour
were at Stake”; she then quotes the rest of that passage (–) for an
image of “the Ladies new dress for their Heads” of extravagant dimensions.
The tone is confessedly “burlesque” and the mockery of female foibles has
nothing in common with the rest of Satire ; Evelyn has extracted a light-
satiric vein while bypassing the heavy-duty misogyny surrounding it.
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As more women writers gained footholds in literature, Fyge-like protests
were often written, as there was never any shortage of indignation to make
the verse; not all were published. Elizabeth Thomas might praise Dryden
“Who Juvenal and Persius overcame, / Who taught them English, yet
preserv’d their Flame,” but she adopted that “Flame” for satires against
marriage from women’s point of view alongside explicit defences of learned
women against fops and knights. Elizabeth Tollet united these themes
deftly, writing “Yet oft we hear, in spite of stupid pride, / Some senseless
idiot curse a letter’d bride.” Mehetabel Wright’s “Wedlock. A Satire”
(c. ) drew on her unusual classical education to protest vehemently
about enforced marriage. Others found ways to incorporate Juvenal into
politer discourse between the sexes. Eliza Haywood envisaged a gathering
of witty men and women discussing the ethics of satire around the “facit
indignatio versum” tag. She pointedly references Juvenal, in translations
from Oldham, Thomas Creech, or Dryden, rearranging the verses or
supplying her own connections. The opening issue of her The Parrot
() jokingly threatened Juvenalian response to critics; his satiric iden-
tity was also discussed in No. . In The Female Spectator she quoted
Juvenal on the upbringing of children and female education. Haywood’s
variously overt and oblique references to Juvenal showed that the arch-
misogynist could be neutralized by careful selection into a literary
resource.

The least diffident appropriator was Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, a
self-taught Latinist who condensed a version of Juvenal  from Creech
(within the Dryden collective translation) among her early efforts. When
she responded to Addison’s raillery on the Club of Widows with a satirical
paper as the notional Lady President of that club, Addison assigned it the
knowing epigraph “castigata remordent” (“things punished bite back”),
Juvenal’s prompt for Laronia’s outburst. Montagu was nothing daunted:
she referred to Juvenal as part of her masculine satiric persona in The
Nonsense of Common-Sense, and several editions of her attack on Pope, co-
written with Lord Hervey, Verses Address’d to the Imitator of Horace (),
have “Si natura negat, facit Indignatio versus” as epigraph, though the
supposed topic was Horatian satire. The poem, “By a Lady,” attacked
Pope’s very manliness with the patrician authority of an aristocratic female
satirist.

Some of Montagu’s most obscene satires were directed against Pope’s
friend Swift, though her “Reasons that Induced Dr. S— to Write a Poem
call’d The Lady’s Dressing Room” () was rare in making it into print,
albeit anonymously (another published response to Swift, The Gentleman’s
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Study, was also probably of female authorship). Swift was the apostle of
“saeva indignatio” (“savage indignation”), a Juvenalian characteristic
engraved on his monument. Yet he was also the core of a community
of well-educated, satirically minded individuals which included not only
Thomas Sheridan, who translated Juvenal in , but several women
writers. One was Constantia Grierson, a scholar who proofread her hus-
band’s editions of Latin texts, including a Juvenal which George Grierson
published at Dublin in . Her own verse, published posthumously in
Mary Barber’s Poems on Several Occasions (), eschewed Juvenalian
indignation, and though she commended Barber’s “spritely Satire,” she
aligned her with Horace. Barber’s take on her mentor Swift’s style
emerges in jaunty octosyllabic verse, characteristically focused on maternal
comedy through the voice of her son, but “On Seeing an Officer’s Widow
Distracted” shows that she could express social if not savage indignation.
Nearer the Juvenalian mark was Laetitia Pilkington, whose membership of
Swift’s circle was terminated by the sexual scandals recounted in her
Memoirs. In  she published The Statues: or, The Trial of Constancy,
attacking male infidelity, in revenge against Swift and her husband, who
were “eternally satyrizing and ridiculing the Female Sex.” In An Excursory
View of the Present State of Men and Things. A Satire (), Pilkington,
posing as male, participated with “his” friend in an imitation of Pope’s two
dialogue-satires, One Thousand Seven Hundred and Thirty-Eight (),
themselves taken to mark a Juvenalian turn in his career.

In the same year as Pope produced these poems, Johnson was producing
his version of Juvenal’s Satire , London (). This was just preceded
by the nearest thing to an avowed imitation of Juvenal by a woman in the
eighteenth century. In her austere (and anonymous) Poems upon Particular
Occasions, Elizabeth Carter, the century’s preeminent female classicist and
a member of Johnson’s circle, published “Nullum Numen habes si sit
Prudentia, sed te / Nos facimus, Fortuna, Deam, Cæloque locamus” (“You
have no spirit unless it be prudence, but we make you a goddess, Fortune,
and place you in Heaven”). One of Juvenal’s many comments on the fickle
goddess Fortuna, these lines conclude Satire , or The Vanity of Human
Wishes as Johnson would translate it (). Carter’s fifty-four-line satire is
a harbinger of that poem and its shift (compared with London’s black
humour) toward sober reflection. Carter construes Fortune as an “instable
Fantom,” a projection of desire, to be quelled through ethical self-reliance.
Carter extracted from Juvenal a moment of resistance to his culture’s pagan
worship of unstable feminized abstractions, using it to distill a proto-
Johnsonian ethos of self-knowledge. Her characters, Philaurus,
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Philotimus, and Cosmelia, each desire what their names imply – gold,
political prestige, the trappings of “successful” womanhood – which gen-
erate further unrealistic desire.

A Coach and Four employ’d Cosmelia’s Cares,
For This she hourly worried Heav’n with Pray’rs.
Did this when gain’d her restless Temper fix?
No, she still prays.—For what?—A Coach and Six.

The satire comes through miniature narratives, channeling something of
Pope’s skill with witty vignettes, warning of the “fond delusions” of
imagination and “Labyrinths of error.”

According to her nephew and editor,

This Poem is particularly curious, as being the only attempt at satire which
Mrs. Carter ever made . . . she was under twenty years of age when she tried
her powers in this kind of composition, to which she had in general a great
dislike.

Carter did not republish it in later editions, so this instance of Juvenalian
imitation was not obviously identifiable as by a woman. Mary Leapor
could scarcely have known of it, for example, and her image of Juvenal was
probably laundered through Pope’s work, especially Epistle to a Lady
(). Yet her sense of the difficulties of the scholarly Pamphilia, in her
“Essay on Woman,” reminds us of Carter’s exceptional status in the
struggle against cultural anxiety about female learning. Pamphilia faces
opposition from both sexes: “The Damsels view her with malignant Eyes: /
The Men are vex’d to find a Nymph so wise.” Leapor’s poem is an
untypically dour effort, though echoed in shorter complaint poems such
as “Man the Monarch;” her usual mode is Horatian, in wrily self-observing
epistles. By highlighting the inner life of a female wit, withstanding
Juvenalian assaults, Leapor inverts the misogynistic anger of her ultimate
source into sympathetic support.

Later there is some shift toward a greater inclusiveness in the potential
audience for Juvenal. Conduct books began to recommend Juvenal for
female readers. The bluestocking Elizabeth Montagu used Juvenal in
discussions of satire with no hint of impropriety. Anna Barbauld mocked
Joseph Priestley for having “A Juvenal to hunt for mottoes,” but that
practice, normalized by periodicals like Johnson’s Rambler, presenting
quotable nuggets of Juvenal amongst others, was increasingly common
amongst women essayists and novelists. Jane Timbury adapted a line
from Juvenal  as epigraph to her sentimental novel, The Story of Lefevre
(); Anna Mackenzie invented a satirical character called
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“Mr. Juvenal,” “a learned pedant, an ill-natured critic, and a literary
coxcomb.” Yet it would be wrong to suggest that women writers had,
by the mixed processes we have been observing, won a tactful accommo-
dation with Juvenal as a model of sharp critique or sober instruction, to be
selectively adapted for female satire: he could still be regarded as culturally
damaging. Clara Reeve’s Euphrasia (an authorial mouthpiece) declared:

Juvenal and Persius describe such scenes, as I may venture to affirm that
Romance and Novel-writers of any credit would blush at: . . . As a woman
I cannot give this argument its full weight. – But a hint is sufficient . . .

Hortensius, her chastened male interlocutor, is “astonished – admon-
ished – and convinced! . . . I confess that a reformation is indeed wanting
in the mode of Education of the youth of our sex.”

Two contrasting examples from late in the period will illustrate the
continuing awkwardness of Juvenal’s presence for women writers. Hester
Piozzi’s diaries were dotted with Juvenalian allusion, confidently lacking
qualms about obscenity. Her description of Italian eunuch priests appro-
priated lines which for many years were themselves “castrated” from the
Loeb translation of Juvenal. Piozzi did fret about his own sexuality:
“Altho’ Juvenal inveighs against Male Harlots ’tis only ye Effeminacy of
ye Thing offends him . . . in Ye Satire against Marriage [he] recommends a
Boy as preferable to a Wife.” But the topic she was herself most indignant
about in later life was “Sapphists,” a category, it seemed, unknown to
Juvenal. After hearing a preacher propose that the purifications of
Christianity meant “the Vices of the Ancients were unknown to Modern
Times,” Piozzi undertook a cover-to-cover search of the expert on ancient
“Vices”:

I read Juvenal’s Satires when I came home, and found that Insatiability was
the worst thing he could urge against the Roman Ladies – except their
unnatural Passion for Eunuchs; – of those two Brutal & detestable Vices I’ll
swear Christianity has not cured them . . . while French and English
Women are now publicly said to practise Atrocities of which He –
Juvenal was ignorant, for he says in His Satire against Men’s horrible
Propensity for their own Sex – “because tho’ Flavia does hire herself out
to Fellows – She goes home to Bed at last, and lies chastly by the Side of
Catulla.”

Piozzi looks unflinchingly at the most reactionary of Juvenal’s satires and
finds it innocent of the flagrant modern crimes she wishes, as a still more
trenchant satirist-prophet, to denounce. However disturbing this is to
modern readers, it represents a kind of powerful transition: not only does
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Juvenal not trouble Piozzi in terms of misogyny or obscenity, in times of
cultural need she can do indignation better herself.

But none of this appeared in print. Piozzi used “facit indignatio versum”
to explain “Indignant” in her British Synonymy (), and recorded
Johnson’s opinion of the “Nullum numen” lines Carter had adopted;
but ventriloqual Juvenalian ranting was internalized for her private book.

Conversely, Barbauld’s earnest Epistle to William Wilberforce (), on
the collapse of the Abolition Bill, was recognized as worthy of Juvenal by
progressive reviewers, suggesting women writers might be licensed to adopt
the satirist’s mode of sober comment on social and not merely personal
issues. Yet twenty years later, her One Thousand Eight Hundred and Eleven
(), a state-of-the-nation address recalling the title of Arthur Murphy’s
Seventeen Hundred and Ninety-One (a version of Juvenal, Satire ,
), generated hostile reviews precisely for its Juvenalian aspirations.
A female satirist castigating the nation in time of war was a Juvenal too far,
and Barbauld abandoned poetry altogether. Despite the playful ironies,
allusions, selective quotations, and pastiches that women writers had used
to “translate” Juvenal, they still could not assume that indignation would
be sufficient justification, in their cases, to “make the verse.”
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